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Abstract

In the majority of engineering problems, two kinds of uncertainty are gen-
erally considered: natural uncertainty, resulting from the inherent variabil-
ity in natural processes, and epistemic uncertainty, linked to lack of knowl-
edge. When performing a quantitative risk analysis, considering both types
of uncertainty separately before integrating them when performing risk cal-
culations, allows a better understanding on how both types of uncertainty
in�uence risk results.

The main purpose of this paper is presenting a consistent procedure to
perform fragility analysis for dams in order to identify and track natural and
epistemic uncertainty separately. This procedure is particularized for the
sliding failure mode of concrete gravity dams, due to its importance. The
resulting fragility curves provides a valuable input to quantitative risk models
in order to compare the e�ect of risk reduction and uncertainty reduction
investments.

The proposed procedure combines the concepts of the Electrical Power
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Research Institute (EPRI) guidelines to develop fragility curves for the nu-
clear industry with existing reliability techniques for computing fragility
curves in the context of concrete dams engineering. The procedure has been
applied to a dam to illustrate how it can be used in a real case in such a
manner that fragility curves are obtained integrating natural and epistemic
uncertainties without losing track of their separate contribution to risk re-
sults.

Keywords: Fragility analysis, Concrete dams, Sliding failure mode,
Natural and epistemic uncertainty, Quantitative risk analysis

1. Introduction

Engineering tools such as risk analysis can be useful to inform decisions
regarding dam safety governance [1]. Risk assessment tools and techniques
are routinely used by several industries [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Bene�ts from the
risk analysis approach are recognized even when limited data are available
as risk assessment helps engineers to understand uncertainties in a project,
and provides a logical process of identifying hazards, evaluate the severity of
each hazard, and assess the e�ectiveness of risk reduction measures [7].

However, the contextual information provided above is way more complex
than it may sound, veiling lots of theoretical and practical di�culties. Many
of these di�culties are related to how uncertainties are explicitly considered
today (in the context of risk analysis), in contrast to the more traditional
implicit treatment (in the context of state-of-the-art dam safety practice).

With regard to uncertainties present in the analysis of the future behav-
ior of a constructed facility, whose analysis should play an important role
in the dam safety evaluation, many authors have identi�ed two distinctive
categories or sources [8, 9, 10, 11, 4] as shown in �gure 1:

• Natural uncertainty or randomness: produced by the inherent
variability in the natural processes. It includes the variability along
time of phenomena that take place in a precise point of the space (tem-
poral variability) or the variability across the space of phenomena that
take place in di�erent points but simultaneously (spatial variability).

An example of this kind of uncertainty is the variability of the loads
that the structure has to withstand, for instance, the variability in the
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potential intensity of earthquakes. Another example is the strength's
variability of the foundation where the structure stands. This type
of uncertainty, sometimes also called aleatoric uncertainty, cannot be
reduced, though it can be estimated.

• Epistemic uncertainty: resulting from lack of knowledge or infor-
mation about the analyzed system. This uncertainty can be divided
in two categories: uncertainty of the model and uncertainty of the pa-
rameters. The uncertainty of the model refers to the ignorance of the
extent to which a model reproduces reality faithfully. It re�ects the
incapacity of representing reality or of identifying the best model to do
it. The uncertainty in the parameters arises from the restricted capac-
ity to estimate them in an adequate manner from a limited number of
data from tests or calibration, including measurement errors (related
to the meter or the operator), survey error and also from the inherent
limitations of the statistical techniques used in the estimation of the
parameters. The more knowledge is available about a structure, the
more this type of uncertainty can be reduced. On the other hand, it is
usually very di�cult to estimate or quantify this uncertainty.

An example of this type of uncertainty can also be found in the strength
of the foundation. The information about the foundations may be lim-
ited so the parameters used to characterize its resistance are estimated
though probing and exploration. With more resources, the foundation
can be better characterized and the epistemic uncertainty is reduced,
although the natural variability of the foundation may still be very
signi�cant.

The distinction between natural and epistemic uncertainty takes added
importance for a quantitative risk analysis in complex structures [12]. In this
context, natural uncertainty is usually related to the occurrence of events that
can produce the structural failure and the randomness of the structure's re-
sistant behavior for the load produced by the events. In contrast, epistemic
uncertainty is mainly focused on the lack of knowledge of the loading events,
the failure mechanisms, the structure's resistance parameters and the conse-
quences produced by the failure.

Uncertainties in dam safety have been treated in detail by several authors
[13, 10, 14], and discussions include not only parameter and system uncer-
tainty, but also loading uncertainty. Several studies have tried to distinguish
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of uncertainty in Risk Analysis (adapted from [10]).

between both types of uncertainty in the dam safety �eld [15, 16]. In partic-
ular, [17] makes a detailed review of epistemic and natural uncertainties for
the sliding failure mode of concrete dams.

As explained by Paté-Cornell [18], di�erent levels of risk analysis com-
plexity can be achieved depending on how uncertainty is addressed. In the
dam safety �eld, quantitative risk analysis is commonly addressed de�ning
di�erent failure mechanisms for failure events [4, 19, 20]. In general, a single
value of failure probability and risk is estimated for each failure mechanism
combining both types of uncertainty.

Other industries like nuclear and aeronautical have achieved a higher level
of complexity, with a second-order probabilistic risk analysis based on a full
representation and separation of epistemic and natural uncertainty [18]. In
this case, a failure probability and risk pro�le is obtained to represent the
in�uence of epistemic uncertainty in the results. With this approach, the
e�ect of measures for epistemic uncertainty reduction can also be evaluated
and compared with risk reduction measures favoring a better informed dam
safety management. Altarejos [21] had also suggested a procedure for slopes
and embankment dams.

In this paper, the authors present a procedure to adapt the methodology
developed in the nuclear industry to the dam safety �eld. This procedure
develops fragility analysis, which accounts for both types of uncertainty. This
paper is focused on applying this procedure for the sliding failure mode of
concrete gravity dams, although it can be used for fragility analysis of other
structural failure modes. The present paper has a broad scope since it is
focused on the presented procedure to develop this fragility analysis rather
than on reviewing how considering aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in
speci�c parameters and equations of the existing numerical models for the
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sliding failure in concrete dams.
Sliding failure mode has been selected since sliding produced by insu�-

cient shear strength in the foundation is the most common cause of failure of
concrete gravity dams according to the International Commission on Large
Dams [22]. For this reason, regulatory rules and guidelines in most countries
addresses this failure mode and, indeed, it has been recently analyzed with
mathematical models and reliability techniques by di�erent authors [23].

The procedure, after being presented, is later is applied to a concrete
gravity dam in Spain in order to illustrate how a fragility analysis can be
performed and integrated into a risk calculation model to characterize prob-
ability of failure and risk in a more comprehensive way.

2. Fragility analysis and uncertainty

In the risk analysis context, fragility curves represent a relationship be-
tween conditional failure probability and the magnitude of loads that produce
failure. Risk is the combination of three concepts: what can happen, how
likely is it to happen, and what are its consequences [24]. Following this
de�nition, one possible way to quantify risk is with the following equation
[25]:

Risk =

∫
P (loads) · P (response|loads) · C(loads, response) (1)

Where the integral is de�ned over all the events under study, P(loads) is
the probability of the di�erent load events, P(response|loads) is the condi-
tional probability of the structural response for each load event and C(loads,
response) are the consequences of the system response for each load event.

According to this equation, fragility curves address the second term of
the equation, providing the conditional failure probability of the structure
for a range of loading events. An example for the sliding failure mode of a
gravity dam is shown in Figure 2, where the loading state is represented by
the water level in the reservoir.

Therefore, fragility curves provide a representation of the uncertainty
about the structural response for a load event. Without uncertainty, the
structural response (failure or not) for each loading event would be deter-
ministic.
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Figure 2: Example of fragility curve for the sliding failure mode.

Di�erent empirical and analytical methodologies have been developed to
obtain fragility curves in complex structures [26, 27]. In general, these curves
are calculated with reliability analysis techniques, which estimate the proba-
bility of the load e�ect exceeding the resistance e�ects of the structure. This
estimation is made evaluating the uncertainty of the input variables in the
structural analysis.

When a single fragility curve is obtained to characterize the system's
response, it usually addresses both types of uncertainty: epistemic and nat-
ural. Hence, when reliability techniques are applied to obtain a fragility
curve, these two types of uncertainty are usually analyzed together in the
input variables [13].

In order to separate both types of uncertainty, Kennedy & Ravindra
de�ned a conceptual framework [28] that was used by EPRI to develop a
methodology for risk-informed safety management in the nuclear industry
[26]. According to this methodology, the system response for a loading state
(i.e. an earthquake event) can be de�ned by a family of fragility curves
instead of a single curve, as shown in Figure 3.

In this methodology, fragility curves are described by log-normal distri-
butions, de�ned by parameters for the aleatory uncertainty: mR (median or
logarithmic mean) and βR (logarithmic standard deviation). Epistemic un-
certainty is modeled by treating the logarithmic mean as a Bayesian random
variable, MR, with median mR and log-std dev βU . Thus, in the family of
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Figure 3: Example of family of seismic fragility curves for a structure. Adapted from [26].

curves de�ning the fragility, all have the same βR and this family character-
izes both uncertainties, as shown in Figure 3.

A family of fragility curves provides more information about uncertainty
than a single fragility curve that considers natural and epistemic uncertainty
combined. Figure Figure 4 idealizes graphically the di�erence in the resulting
fragility curves of these two approaches.

3. The sliding failure mode in gravity dams

The sliding failure mode in concrete gravity dams addresses the sliding
of the whole dam section or part thereof along the dam-foundation contact
and sliding along lift joints in the dam body or along weak planes in the
foundation [29]. In fact, analysis of this failure mode is usually a key point of
concrete dams' safety reviews. The safety evaluation is typically done using
the factor of safety concept, which in general is de�ned as the ratio between
the resistant forces and the driving forces along a giving sliding surface.

In the professional literature, a wide range of deterministic numerical
and mathematical models can be found to analyze sliding safety of concrete
dams, from 2D limit equilibrium models, which are the most common in
international guidelines and regulations, to complex 3D �nite element models
[30, 31, 32, 33].

In the context of risk and reliability analysis, the most common approach
to analyze sliding failure mode is using fragility curves, which combine condi-
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Figure 4: Di�erences when natural and epistemic uncertainties are separated versus when
combined into one only fragility curve.

tional failure probability of the dam for di�erent scenario conditions. These
curves represent the system response in the risk model, as explained in the
previous section. In general, for a de�ned loading state, a dam could fail due
to di�erent failure modes, controlled by di�erent failure mechanisms. Com-
monly, fragility curves are de�ned for each failure mechanism separately and
the individual mode fragilities are combined using classical system reliability
techniques [4]. Therefore, sliding probability is usually introduced in quanti-
tative risk models through fragility curves, where it is combined with other
failure modes to compute overall dam failure probability and risk.

Other approaches followed to address uncertainty in the sliding failure
mode has focused on the uncertainty of the hydrological loads and their
relation with the system response [34] or on the spatial variation of foundation
properties using geostatistical techniques [17].

In the context of risk and reliability analysis, the most common approach
to analyze sliding failure mode is analyzed through a conditional failure prob-
ability of the dam for di�erent scenario conditions, representing the system
response in the risk model, as explained in the previous section.

In the literature, some examples can be found on the calculation of
fragility curves for sliding of concrete dams and their use in risk models to
compute failure probability [25, 20, 35, 13, 19]. In these examples, fragility
curves are computed combining deterministic numerical models with relia-
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bility techniques. In each numerical model, di�erent random variables are
de�ned and then sampled to compute failure probabilities by analyzing the
dam stability for di�erent loading cases. In general, random variables dis-
tributions are based on local measurements and in-situ tests of foundation
characteristics and drainage system behavior. The random variables de�ned
and the numerical models used are di�erent in each example.

However, these examples all present a signi�cant disadvantage, since nat-
ural and epistemic uncertainties are addressed together when obtaining the
fragility curves [13]. In fact, in general, a lot of e�ort has been put into very
advanced reliability methods and numerical models, but less e�ort has been
put into the input parameters estimation [20]. Thus, uncertainty in input
data can have an overwhelming in�uence on the resulting failure probability
[36].

In this context, addressing epistemic and natural uncertainty separately
as proposed in this paper will help identify: 1)the main gaps of knowledge
and 2)the e�ect on the computed failure probability of actions to reduce
the epistemic uncertainty (new in-situ/laboratory tests, better monitoring
system, analysis with numerical models, etc.).

4. Procedure for sliding failure fragility analysis

In this section, a procedure is presented to estimate a family of fragility
curves that addresses natural and epistemic uncertainty independently for
risk-informed dam safety management. This procedure combines the concep-
tual framework used in the nuclear industry explained in Section 2 with the
existing methods for fragility curves estimation in concrete dams explained
in Section 3.

The proposed procedure includes the following steps:

Step 1 De�ne the mathematical or numerical model that simulates the phys-
ical problem. As explained in the previous section, di�erent models can
be used to analyze sliding failure, form simple limit equilibrium models
to complex non-elastic models [25]. The selection will depend on the
complexity of the problem analyzed and the quantity and quality of
data available. The performance of the model selected is also a source
of epistemic uncertainty that should be analyzed in Step 8.

Step 2 De�ne the loading range and the number of loading cases analyzed
to estimate the fragility curve. For the sliding failure mode, loadings
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are usually represented by the reservoir elevation, since water pressure
and uplift are the driving forces for this failure.

Step 3 The working team has to assess which variables of the model will
be considered as subjected to none or very low uncertainty, and which
variables have necessarily to be treated as random. Typically, for the
sliding failure mode, most of the uncertainty lies on the foundation
strength and the magnitude of pore water pressures in the foundation
soils, including the soil along rock discontinuities, or uplift pressures
along such rock discontinuities.

Step 4 Two di�erent distributions should be de�ned for each random vari-
able: one for natural uncertainty and one for epistemic uncertainty.
Mean values, standard deviations and probability distribution should
be estimated, based on available data. In order to follow the con-
ceptual framework explained in Section 2, it is proposed that both
distributions should have the same mean, while the standard devia-
tions and the probability distribution will depend on the natural and
epistemic uncertainty. As explained in Step 7, the distribution de�ned
for the epistemic uncertainty is a distribution of means of the random
variables. The use of the mean to de�ne random distributions is recom-
mended, since it represents the expected value of the parameters and
and its estimate is relatively stable for small sample sizes, in contrast to
the median. Typically used probability distribution, include uniform,
normal, log-normal, triangular, and beta distributions.

Distinguishing and de�ning probabilistic distributions for both types
of uncertainty based on tests and measurements data can be di�cult
and quite subjective. The focus of this paper is not this distinction,
which has been widely discussed by several authors [37, 11, 38]. In any
case, when these distributions are de�ned, the working team should
keep in mind that the random uncertainty represents the natural vari-
ation while the epistemic uncertainty is the part of the uncertainty
that cannot be reduced with more test and computations, including
the consideration of uncertainty due to not knowing what we do not
know.

Step 5 Select the reliability method that will be used in the model to esti-
mate failure probability. Some examples of these methods are First Or-
der Second Moment (FOSM), Taylor's Method, Point Estimate Method
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(PEM), Advanced Second Moment (ASM) Hasofer-Lind Method and
Monte Carlo Method [25, 39, 40, 41]. Di�erent reliability methods can
be chosen for epistemic and natural uncertainty.

Step 6 For each loading case, compute the conditional failure probability
using the selected reliability method for the natural uncertainty. In this
step, values of the random variables are selected based on the chosen
reliability method (Step 5) and the probability distributions de�ned for
the natural uncertainty (Step 4). Therefore, di�erent computations of
the numerical model (Step 1) are made with these selected values to
estimate failure probability.

When failure probability is represented versus loading range, the fragility
curve capturing natural uncertainty is obtained. This curve is called
�reference fragility curve� since it is computed only with the probabil-
ity distribution for the natural uncertainty, without considering epis-
temic uncertainty. The �reference fragility curve� is equivalent to the
fragility curve that could be obtained following the other existing meth-
ods to obtain fragility curves explained in the previous section (if they
would only consider the natural uncertainty). Using only this refer-
ence fragility curve based on aleatoric uncertainty could underestimate
the actual failure probability due to e�ect of the epistemic uncertainty.
This additional uncertainty can be captured in the adjustment pro-
posed in Step 7.

Step 7 First, groups of random variables are selected in the epistemic un-
certainty distributions following the reliability method chosen for the
epistemic uncertainty.

Second, for each selected group of random variables, a new probabil-
ity distribution is de�ned for the natural uncertainty, using as �new
mean� these selected values and keeping the same standard deviations
and probability distributions de�ned for the natural uncertainty. Af-
terwards, for each group of random variables, Step 6 is followed to
estimate the corresponding fragility curve using the new probability
distribution de�ned for natural uncertainty. Therefore, the di�erences
between the fragility curves are the mean values of the probability dis-
tributions of the random variables used to compute them. As a result,
the family of fragility curves obtained separately captures both the
epistemic and natural uncertainty. In order to obtain the structure of
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curves and parameters shown in Figure 3, median (logarithmic mean)
can be obtained based on these results.

Step 8 Check the outcomes and perform sensitivity analysis on any of the
decisions previously taken. This last step is a crucial, as the engineer
should never get lost in any mathematical approach that may not rep-
resent sound engineering judgment.

The same structure followed in this method can be applied to other failure
modes and dams' typologies to obtain fragility curves. Particularly for those
failure modes of essentially �structural� nature, this method can be carried
out rather straightforwardly due to its generic formulation.

Finally, this family of fragility curves can be introduced into a complete
and quantitative risk model to estimate failure probability and risk, analyzing
the e�ect of reducing epistemic uncertainty in the risk results.

5. Case study: Spanish concrete dam

The procedure described in the previous section is applied here to esti-
mate a family of fragility curves for the sliding failure mode in a Spanish
concrete dam. In this case, sliding along the concrete-foundation interface
was considered for the central section. This section presents a triangular pro-
�le, as shown in Figure 5, with slopes of 0.05/0.76 (Upstream/Downstream).
The dam crest level is at +911.4 meters and the foundation level is at +915.2
meters The height of the cross section is 96.2 m above the foundation. The
maximum operating level in the reservoir is +908.5 meters. The dam is lo-
cated over a sub-vertical layer of quartzite of 70 m depth. These quartzites
have cracked and split into fragments due to the e�ect of its fold. Vertical
cracks are predominant due to the strong vertical folding.

According to previous analyses and studies, the engineers in charge of this
dam had doubts about the safety of this dam for the sliding failure mode.
For this reason, risk analysis was applied to estimate the current risk for
the sliding failure mode in the dam and to propose potential risk reduction
measures and/or measures to reduce epistemic uncertainty. Epistemic uncer-
tainty was signi�cant in this case, due to the lack of data about the original
design and the foundation characteristics, so it was considered that separat-
ing both types of uncertainty was important for a proper risk-informed dam
safety management.
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Figure 5: Cross section of the case study concrete dam.
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Next, the steps presented in the previous section are followed to estimate
the family of fragility curves and the risk pro�le in the dam, making a sig-
ni�cant number of decisions that are justi�ed as suitable for this particular
problem.

Step 1. Identify the mathematical o numerical problem that represents
the sliding failure mode. In this case, a 2D Limit Equilibrium Model was
used to evaluate sliding failure along the foundation-concrete interface. The
model includes a single interface in the contact between the dam and the
foundation. This interface can mobilize tensile strength up to some limit
value. The model allows for crack opening and propagation, with full uplift
under the cracked zone of the dam base.

The limit-state function is de�ned as the ratio between the resistant force
and the driving forces. In the cases where the driving forces are higher that
the resistant forces, is considered that the dam would fail. The resistant force
is supposed to be controlled exclusively by the friction angle and cohesion at
the dam-foundation contact, following the classical Mohr-Coloumb equation:

R = (N − U) · tan(ϕ) +B · c (2)

Where N are the normal forces acting on the contact (kN/m), U the
uplift force (kN/m), ϕ is the friction angle (o), B is the compressed length
on the contact (m), and c is the cohesion (kN/m2).

The driving forces are the reservoir water pressure, the submerged sedi-
ments pressure and the uplift pressure. Water and uplift pressures directly
depend on the water level in the reservoir.

Step 2. De�ne the plausible loading range that can produce the sliding
failure. The selected variable to de�ne the loading state in the dam is the
maximum water level reached in the reservoir during any given hydrologic
event, since water pressure is the main driving force of the sliding failure
mode.

The selected range of pool levels comprises from +908 meters (0.5 meters
under the maximum operating level) to +915.4 meters (4 meters above the
dam crest level, for this level the overtopping failure mode would be clearly
predominant). In total, 38 reservoir elevations (equally distributed every 0.2
meters within the range) were considered for calculations.

Step 3. De�ne which variables of the mathematical model will be treated
as random. In this case, since the uncertainty on the foundation resistance
capacity is the main concern, two independent random variables of the Limit
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Equilibrium Model are considered based on an initial sensitivity analysis:
friction angle (ϕ) and cohesion (c).

All the other variables are assumed to be known exactly, including geo-
metrical parameters such as dam height, upstream slope, downstream slope,
etc., material characteristics, such as concrete density, and performance pa-
rameters such as drain e�ectiveness (which considered as completely ine�ec-
tive).

Step 4. Estimate two statistical distributions (for natural and epistemic
uncertainty) for each of the random variables. Two probabilistic distribu-
tions have been estimated for both random variables as shown in Table 1.
The estimation of these probabilistic distributions by expert judgement is
a complex process which is out of the scope of this paper and it should be
based on geotechnical in-situ and laboratory tests, measurements procedures
and temporal and spatial variations of results. As can be observed, the same
means are used for both types of uncertainty as stated in the previous sec-
tion. The working team has evaluated which part of the uncertainty is due
to natural variations in the foundation and which part could be reduced with
more tests and data. The standard deviation has been considered higher for
the epistemic uncertainty than for the natural uncertainty, due to the exist-
ing doubts about the dam foundation. The truncated normal distribution is
used for the friction angle and the truncated lognormal distribution is used
for the cohesion, as these are the distributions that best �t available data.
This result is similar to others found in literature [42, 33, 43].

Random variable Mean St. Deviation Maximum Minimum Type

Natural uncertainty

Friction angle 50o 5o 65o 35o Normal
Cohesion 0.5 MPa 0.2 MPa 1.5 MPa 0.1 MPa Log-Normal

Epistemic uncertainty

Mean friction angle 50o 2.5o 60o 40o Normal
Mean cohesion 0.5 MPa 0.125 MPa 1 MPa 0.2 MPa Log-Normal

Table 1: Estimated probability distributions for the random variables.

Step 5. Select the reliability method to estimate failure probability.
The reliability method selected for both natural and epistemic uncertainty is
the Monte Carlo with the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method. This
method is chosen because the state function and calculation model selected
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in Step 1 are simple enough to allow many limit equilibrium computations to
be rapidly made. Furthermore, for both types of uncertainty, 10,000 samples
of random variables are made to de�ne the family of fragility curves.

Step 6. Build the reference fragility curve. First, 10,000 pairs of values
of the random variables (ϕ, c) have been sampled with the Latin Hypercube
method in the probabilistic distributions for the natural uncertainty.

Second, for each water level, the Limit EquilibriumModel is used to de�ne
the limit curve for these two random variables [25]. The limit curve represents
the values of the random variables (ϕ, c) that produced a resistance force
equal to the driving forces. Conditional failure probability is estimated with
the number of sampled values of the random variables that are located under
the limit curve (failure cases). For example, this process is represented in
Figure 6 for one water level (among the 38 water levels considered).
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Figure 6: Limit curve for pool water level 911.4 meters (Conditional failure probability =
1.75%).

When conditional failure probability is represented versus pool water
level, the reference fragility curve is obtained. This curve only re�ects aleatory
uncertainty and it is shown in Figure 7. The obtained curve shows that,
according to the chosen mathematical model, the dam has a quite fragile
response for the sliding failure mode, since the curve changes from 0% to
100% conditional failure probability with a di�erence of 4 meters in the pool
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Figure 7: Reference fragility curve for the case study.

Step 7. Build the family of fragility curves combining the probability
distributions de�ned for epistemic and natural uncertainties. In this step, a
family of 10,000 fragility curves is obtained to characterize epistemic uncer-
tainty. First, 10,000 couples of values of the random variables (ϕ, c) have
been sampled with the LHS method in the probabilistic distributions for the
epistemic uncertainty.

Second, each couple of values has been used to de�ne two new probabilis-
tic distributions for ϕ and c. In these distributions, the sampled values are
the mean, while the type of distribution and the standard deviation are the
same that in the natural uncertainty probabilistic distribution.

Third, for each couple of values, Step 6 is applied to obtain a fragility
curve using the new probabilistic distributions for ϕ and c. Therefore, 10,000
fragility curves are obtained, one for each pair of values. In order to obtain
all these fragility curves, the dam stability is checked 38 (number of water
levels) x 10,000 (number of curves) x 10,000 (number of sampled values to
estimate failure probability) = 3.8 billion times. The family of fragility curves
obtained is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 provides very useful information for dam safety governance and
decision making. For instance, it indicates that at the current crest elevation
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Figure 8: Family of fragility curves obtained for the case study.

of 911.5 meters, there is a level of con�dence higher than 95% that the dam
will not fail by sliding, since probability of failure for the 5% curve is lower
than 20%. In addition, probability of sliding failure is very low for reservoir
elevation lower than 909 meters.

As can be observed in this �gure, these fragility curves are not parallel,
since there are two independent random variables. The spread of this family
is an indicator of the in�uence of the epistemic uncertainty in the results.
Furthermore, in order to follow the EPRI framework (Section 2), the standard
deviation βU can be obtained representing the histogram of the median of
the curves (conditional probability = 50%), as shown in Figure 9. In this
case, the standard deviation of this probability distribution is 0.40 meters
and the median +913.17 meters.

Step 8. Check results and re-evaluate previous decisions. In this step,
the di�erent decisions made in the previous steps should be reviewed and the
obtained results should be checked. The simple Limit Equilibrium Model
selected for this analysis has allowed completing a high number of stability
computations in order to explain the proposed procedure in detail. Although,
this simple model is also a source of epistemic uncertainty that could be
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Figure 9: Histogram of the median in the 10,000 fragility curves.

evaluated comparing it with more complex stability models.
One of the issues that has a higher in�uence in the results and the cal-

culating times is the number of samples of the random variables chosen to
estimate failure probability. In order to analyze the e�ect of this decision, the
failure probability within the reference fragility curve has been re-estimated
depending on the number of samples for three di�erent maximum water lev-
els: +912, +913 and +914 meters Results are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Failure probability for three reservoir elevations as a function of the number of
samples used to compute them.

As can be perceived in Figure 10, failure probability results are stable
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when the number of samples is higher than 1,000, so 10,000 samples is a
good decision to achieve accurate results.

Next, the number of fragility curves needed to properly characterize epis-
temic uncertainty is addressed. In this case, the standard deviation of the
histogram of the fragility curves family has been estimated as a function of
the number of fragility curves used to compute it for three di�erent condi-
tional failure probabilities (5%, 50% and 95%). This standard deviation is
an indicator of the spread of the family of fragility curves.

As can be observed in Figure 11, standard deviation results are stable
when the number of fragility curves is higher than 1,000. Therefore, 10,000
fragility curves seems a good decision.
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Figure 11: Standard deviation of the histogram of the fragility curves family as a function
of the number of fragility curves considered.

6. Discussion and �nal remarks

The paper formulates a comprehensive procedure for fragility analysis of
sliding failure of concrete gravity dams making use of reliability methods
and formally distinguishing two main sources of uncertainty, natural and
epistemic. The suggested eight step framework focuses on the options and
decisions that an analyst has to face, trying not to hide crude real world
decisions behind the elegance and accuracy of mathematics. As a matter of
fact, fundamental issues remain to some extent unsolved and it is not our
intention to avoid the debate, on the contrary, we believe that any innovation
or advance in analysis techniques should facilitate it. Some conceptual and
operational precautions have been observed. Namely:
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• Friction and cohesion (in the case study presented in this paper) but
also other variables potentially representing �relevant data� to other
cases, such as uplift or ice load pressure, are quite di�cult to fully
characterize by means of empirical data, regardless the number of data
available, due to facts such as imperfect testing and/or non fully reliable
measuring techniques among other reasons. Indeed, the independence
hypothesis among them is not universally agreed, or strongly contested.

• The impact on the results of the choice of the probability distributions
has been addressed. De�ning separated probability distributions for
natural and epistemic uncertainty is a complex process that should be
based on tests data and expected model and measurements errors.

• This framework is focused on the system response term of the risk
equation, but distinguishing natural and epistemic uncertainty is also
necessary when loads and consequences are addressed. Therefore, un-
certainties can be propagated in the risk equation through convolution.

• Nevertheless, the more the procedure decomposes the process, and
the more decisions and options are subjected to open discussion and
scrutiny, as we think our procedure does, we truly believe that results
are more meaningful for understanding the risks and informing decision
making.

On the other hand, the separation of epistemic uncertainty and natural
variability following the proposed methodology is not only an academic ex-
ercise, but strong practical implications can be followed from this separation
in the everyday safety management decisions. It is worth considering that:

• The impact of the epistemic uncertainty span on the overall risk picture
appears as valuable information regarding the design and urgency of
the actions needed to reduce the gap in knowledge and so to improve
the safety of the dam.

• The decision-maker is provided with information of the estimated resid-
ual risk level expected after gaps in knowledge have been �lled. By de-
riving a probability function estimate for natural variability, the work-
ing team is expressing a minimum value regarding how much uncer-
tainty is going to be assumed by the owner on the current situation,
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given that the gaps in knowledge are �lled, without further risk reduc-
tion measures.

• This residual risk picture generated by natural variability can be used
to inform the design of additional risk reduction measures aimed to
reduce the loading probability or to reduce the failure probability.

• In addition, having adopted the EPRI distinction between epistemic
and natural variability, brings together the practices of two di�erent
industries, nuclear and dams, favoring a needed dialogue for perform-
ing analysis such as the nuclear risk assessment for facilities that can
potentially be �ooded by failure of upstream dams.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the intent of the authors is coping
with uncertainty, more than �ghting against uncertainty, which is identi�ed
as one of the main elements of �smart governance� [44].
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